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Table 1 
Definition and Coding for all Variables by Category 
                   
Code    Definition 
                   
Major Topics 
Affective Perceptions  Articles dealing with perception, classification, analysis, and discrimination of emotion, affect, mood, aesthetic  
    significance, flow, and complexity in musical stimuli 
Expression   Articles dealing with perceptions, responses, characteristics, and  discussions of expression in music  
Preference   Articles dealing with any aspect of preference or related issues 
Affective Response  Articles dealing with psychological responses of emotion, affect, mood, aesthetic feelings, and complexity with  
    respect to musical stimuli  
Physiological and   Any study in which affect was studied using physiological or neurological measures 
Neurological Studies  
Tension    Studies dealing with perceptions of or response to the construct of tension in music 
Meaning   Studies whose foci were on determining meaning through philosophical, self-reflective, utilitarian, or   
    psychological perceptions and concerns of music in various contexts  
Functional   Articles whose primary focus was the effect of expressive or emotional qualities on unrelated cognitive tasks  
Expectancy Violations  Studies that examine violation of musical expectations as a means of prompting emotionally relevant responses in 
    human beings 
 
Musical Styles 
Classical  Music typically identified as “Western” art music or identified as “classical” by the authors of the article 
Jazz  Jazz music of any genre and style, including bebop, swing, modern jazz, and related art forms 
Folk  Music identified as folk by the article’s authors, including related art forms such as bluegrass 
World  Music identified as world music by the article’s authors, including musical styles originating from non-western  
  cultures 
Pop  Any kind of popular music, including rock, rap, hip-hop, country, and related forms 
Mixed  Studies that included more than three categories of music 
Other  Sounds, noises, musical stimuli composed specifically for a study, self-selected, familiar, or religious music 
NSS  Not style specific, articles about attitudes towards music in general, music as an idea, or studies in which musical  
  style was not deliberately mentioned 
Participant Tasks 
Listening  Articles in which listening to a musical stimulus was required of participants 
Performance  Articles in which performance of musical or related stimuli was required of participants 
Survey  Articles in which responding to a survey or questionnaire was required of participants 
Listening/Viewing  Articles in which a combination of listening and viewing were required of participants 
Analysis  Articles in which analysis of music were required of participants 
Composing  Articles in which composing was required of participants 
Other  Articles that included any tasks not listed above 
Mixed  Articles that included three or more tasks as listed above 
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Coding for Special Topics 
Multicultural Issues  Articles in which culture, specifically non-western cultures, was either a primary or ancillary theme  
Gender  Articles where gender was considered either a primary or ancillary theme  
Psychological  Articles dealing with the effect of constructs such as personality, motivation, temperament, and other    
  psychological variables on affective response 
Body Movement  Articles where the role of body movement, either as an object of perception or as a method of eliciting expression  
  was a primary or ancillary aspect of the article 
Age  Articles in which the age of participants played a primary role in the findings or themes discussed 
Special Populations  Articles that addressed affective responses among populations with cognitive, emotional, or physical disabilities  
  or impairments 
Socio-cultural  Articles which included themes or findings dealing with a combination of both social and cultural variables 
Race/Ethnicity  Articles in which participants’ race or ethnicity was a primary or ancillary aspect of the findings or theme 
Socio-economic  Articles in which social and economic variables played a role in either findings or themes 
Flow   Articles dealing with the psychological construct of flow, which can be considered a type of affective response 
           
 
	  
	  


